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2. COLOR CODE:
   BK-BLACK  R-RED
   BL-BLUE   Y-YELLOW
   BR-BROWN  G-GREEN
   O-ORANGE  W-WHITE
   S-SLATE   P-PURPLE

3. ASSOCIATED WIRING DIAGRAMS:
   59796D ACTUAL WIRING DIAGRAM
   LLK1 & LLK2
   5977WD SCHEMATIC WIRING DIAGRAM
   LLK1, LLK2, LM337, LPI11, LPC400

4. X INDICATES SPLICE SOLDER AND TAPE

5. CONNECTOR VIEWED FROM SOLDER END.

6. USE 155755 INSULATING SLEEVE ON THE CONNECTOR TERMINALS AFTER SOLDERING.

7. THE 164856 NEON INDICATOR IS USED AS A MARGIN INDICATOR ON THE LPC 400 ONLY, ON THE LPC401 THIS LIGHT IS USED AS A POWER "ON" INDICATOR. BOTH COVER UNITS USE THE 198562 CABLE ASSEMBLY.

8. SPLICE LEADS AB-3, AC-1 & AC-4 TAPE & TUCK & TIE AT THE "Z" CONN.

9. EARLY VERSION COVERS UTILIZE ONE OF THE TRANSFORMER MOUNTING SCREWS FOR TERMINATING THE GROUND STRAP.

COPYRIGHT SOCKETS PART OF 198562 CABLE ASSEMBLY.